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A Note from the Director
Coming back into rehearsal rooms after this period of
pandemic, shutdown, and endemic transition is…surreal.
Many companies are maintaining masking policies and
restructuring their seasons to meet audiences where they
are while maintaining the health of creative staff; a
difficult balance while many are still reeling from
disrupted programming, shifting priorities, and smaller
engagement numbers. The rooms look—and feel—
different.
What hasn’t changed is my approach to directing: I
tackle every script with a curiosity around the story’s
significance—what we witness and how we experience
its unfolding—that calls out, through human connection,
to our shared realities. In joining Switchyard for its
second season, I centered reimagining this classic play
around the need for it to be relevant to our times and
audiences that see the show. I didn’t want to play with
the practical constraints of fixed and realistic spaces.
Much of American theatre in the late 90’s grappled with
a newfound realism onstage; one that seemed to finally
admit that life is often, just a little absurd. To extend the
idea into the present—a world divided by ideologies;
“should” and “should not”; and the tension of reframing
and alternative facts—required an exploration that
couldn’t be contained by four walls describing a kitchen,
a bedroom, and so on.
Collaboration remains central to effective storytelling.
Our creative team—producers, actors, and designers—
focused on bringing a story to life that in its earliest
versions, borrowed from Pee Wee’s Playhouse and laid
the groundwork for a grand scheme. Auditions got loud

and kooky quickly, revisited throughout rehearsals;
design elements continued bouncing off-the-wall.
Without giving too much away, we centered the
possibilities of Claire’s experience through a simple
question with complex answers: What happens when a
person cannot reliably discern truth?
The question challenges assumptions of (dis)ability as
well as dis/misinformation, forcing considerations of the
internal and external forces which shape our realities. It
makes the events we witness at once speculative and
reflective, a what if that could be for anyone sharing space
with us.
The interactive performing art that is theatre hasn’t
changed. Good theatre still requires some planning and a
troupe to execute the storytelling. It requires a
performance venue and audiences. Really good theatre
still relies on emotional and sensory appeal as primary
components of engagement both on and offstage. What
I hope has changed is another question we discovered in
building our version of Fuddy Meers: How powerful are
the choices we make to stay together?
As we continue to navigate the complications of today’s
society—the very real threats of various forms of
warfare; global concerns around public health; the real
pressures of challenging economies; as well as harsh
systems of oppression and control that masquerade as
stability—it seems vital to consider the choices we make
to stay together and the truths they animate about us,
our fellows, and society.
We are grateful you have made the choice to stay with us
today. We hope you find your truth.

Cast (in order of appearance)
Claire…………………………………...MAGGIE LEA
Richard………………………………..JASON CHRIST
Kenny……………………………….JACOB BERGER
Limping Man……………………...…THOM HAYNES
Gertie………………………………….JULIE OLIVER
Millet……………………………ROMANE DURHAM
Hinky Binky……………………………...…..HIMSELF
Heidi………………………………….PAT LUFTMAN

There will be a 15-minute intermission.
CONTENT ADVISORY: contains mentions of violence, suicide, and
spousal abuse. The action includes marijuana use, gunshots, and stage
blood. The dialogue includes strong language.

FUDDY MEERS was originally produced by the Manhattan
Theatre Club on October 12 1999.The play was subsequently
produced Off-Broadway by the Manhattan Theatre Club and Jean
Doumanian Productions.
FUDDY MEERS was originally presented as a staged reading at
the 1998 National Playwrights conference, Lloyd Richards, Artistic
Director, at the Eugene O’Neill Theater Center.
FUDDY MEERS is presented by special arrangement with
Broadway Licensing, LLC, servicing the Dramatists Play Service
collection. (www.dramatists.com)

Connect with Switchyard:
www.switchyardtheatrecompany.org
facebook.com/switchyardtc
@switchyardtc

Who’s Who in the Cast
Maggie Lea (Claire) is a North Carolina
native joining Switchyard Theatre
Company for the first time. She earned
her BFA in Acting from UNC
Greensboro and studied acting at the
University of North Carolina School of the Arts in the
high school Drama program. Her local credits include
Yes, to Nothing with Little Green Pig Theatrical Concern,
The Illusion with Triad Stage; The Iron Curtain Trilogy with
Burning Coal Theatre Company, and W;t with NCT.
Julie Oliver (Gertie) most recently
appeared as Galileo in The Life of Galileo
for Burning Coal Theatre. Also for
Burning Coal: Camelot, Far Away, Stuff
Happens, The Normal Heart, Peter Pan &
Wendy (also BorderLight Fringe Festival,
Cleveland), The Iron Curtain Trilogy (also The Cockpit
Theatre, London), The Heretic. For Bulldog Ensemble
Theater: The Roommate. For Curious Theatre Collective,
Creekside. For South Stream Productions, This Doesn't End
Will, Seascape. For Aggregate Theatre: Children’s Theatre
Series. For Seed Art Share: Well Fed, Well Said. Also, Mr.
Burns (Manbites Dog Theater), The Cripple of Inishmaan,
Superior Donuts (Deep Dish Theatre) Julie is a retired
middle school band director. She is afraid of nothing.
Thom Haynes (Limping Man) is a
software programmer (retired - UI
design), standardized patient for med
students, audio-describer with Arts
Access, fair housing tester, Clevelander,
near-vegan pickleballer, singer with

Concert Singers of Cary, WWCM food bank and CVC
volunteer. He's the proud papa of two men. Former
board member – Cary Playwrights’ Forum, Cary Players.
Fave roles: Garcin (No Exit), Marat (Marat/Sade), Sir
Andrew (Twelfth Night), Flute/Thisby (Midsummer), Osric
(Hamlet), Algernon (Importance of Being Earnest).
Jason Christ (Richard) is excited to
work with Jeff, Charles and this great cast
on his second Switchyard Theater
production. Recent work includes
Theseus in A Midsummer Night's Dream
(Switchyard), Rachmiel Frydland in
Ogradowa Street (Steffi Rubin), Keith in He and She
(WTFringe 2020), Jack in Death by Design (Cary Players),
Fist in Four Weddings And An Elvis (Cary Players).
Jacob Berger (Kenny) Jacob Berger
studied Theatre at Campbell University
and through Actor's Training Ground. He
is signed with Talent One Agency. He's
enjoying "being a teenager again" by
playing Kenny. Jake also loves the dark
humor in Fuddy Meers and hopes that you do too! Some
of his previous roles include: a silly magician in Campbell
University's The Magician Nephew and a single father in
Actor's Training Ground's The View From Here. This
December, he will be playing Dietrich in All of Them
Riding on Horses at Duke University.

Romane Durham (Millet/Hinky
Binky) is an American actor and
filmmaker and has been since 2013. His
main areas of focus are in acting, writing,
and directing. He received his BFA in
Digital Filmmaking and Video Production from The Art
Institute of Raleigh-Durham in 2017. In 2014 he wrote a
short film that was accepted into the first annual 100
Words Film Festival. In 2015 he became the principal
videographer and editor for Exit Event, a subsidiary of
CBS productions. In 2018 his film Redemption won Best
Student Film at the 7th Annual Charlotte Black Film
Festival. Romane was born and raised in Raleigh and
relocated to Clayton in 2019.
Pat Luftman (Heidi) is thrilled to be
making her NC professional theater debut
with STC! She and her husband Henry
retired here in 2020 and she has
performed in several theater productions
in their community. Past roles in NJ and
PA include The (all female) Odd Couple, Noises Off, The
Dining Room and many musicals. She has also recently
stepped in at the last minute as a goat and this
November will perform as a lobster! But her favorite
role has been as a stay-at-home Mom to Nathan and
Natalie - BEST job ever!
------Jeff Aguiar (Director) is a lifelong
creative, scholar, and arts administrator
with experiences across the arts of North
Carolina in public education, the
nonprofit sector, and state government.

Currently appointed as the Theater & Literature Director
with the North Carolina Arts Council, Jeff works with
theatre and literature artists and organizations to build
community-engaged arts programming for North
Carolina communities. As a scholar, Jeff is working on
his PhD with a dissertation topic seeking to connect
artistic resources in conflict to systems of nonviolence.
Creatively, Jeff continues to explore artistry and social
concern through contemporary American theatre in
community arts and professional settings as a director,
choreographer, and proud member of Actors’ Equity
Association.
Kelly Canigila (Production Stage
Manager) has a long history with the
theater, both on stage and off starting as a
young child. She has enjoyed a plethora
of experiences, including everything from
Shakespeare to musicals. Kelly has
previously stage managed for the Justice
Theater Project and you might have last seen her on
stage as Jessie in JTP's Sweat. When not at the theatre,
Kelly works as a Clinical Mental Health Counselor in
Chapel Hill. She is excited to join the Switchyard family,
not just with this show, but as member of the board of
directors. She is excited to help bring Fuddy Meers to life.
Noelle Azarelo (Stage Manager) is a
Durham based director, producer and
actor. She is a founding board member of
Switchyard Theatre Company and founder
of Brave New Classics. She has recently
directed for Brave New Classics, Cary
Playwrights' Forum, Odyssey Stage,
WTFringe, and Sonorous Roads Theatre. She was
extremely honored to receive three Best of Fringe

awards and two "Best of" awards from Chatham Life &
Style for her production of He & She for WTFringe in
2020 and a listing in the Indy Week’s “Our Favorite
Local Theatre of 2019” for Serial, a part of Sonorous
Roads’ Open Doors.
Brianna Green (ASM/Props Manager)
is honored to be the Assistant Stage
Manager for Fuddy Meers. She was on the
stage crew throughout her time in high
school. Upon graduating, she attended
Davidson College where she served as the
ASM for a production of The Prophet. Additionally, she
wrote and directed two ten minute plays. Finally, Brianna
worked as the Assistant Director for the theatre
department at North Mecklenburg High School in
Charlotte, NC from 2018-2020. In her free time, she
enjoys reading, reality tv and trying new restaurants.
Heather Strickland (Fight/Intimacy
Choreographer) has 20 years as a
director, actor, and
dance/fight/movement/intimacy
choreographer. Recent fight/intimacy
choreography credits include: Theatre
Raleigh’s Yellow Face, NC State University's Assassins, and
Raleigh Little Theatre's The Mountaintop and Pippin.
Favorite projects include: Director for Bare Theatre's allfemale Titus Andronicus and EverScape, Director for RLT's
What We’re Up Against, Choreographer for Justice
Theatre Project's Oliver, Movement Director for RLT's
Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime and Sonorous
Road's The Wolves. Heather has a degree in Theatre Arts
and is trained by the Society of American Fight
Directors.

this show.

Valentina Moya (Sound/Lighting
Designer) has worked with many lighting
and sound departments at community
theaters in the area, most recently Tuesdays
with Morrie at the Holly Springs Cultural
Center. They are thankful to be a part of

Erin Hodge (Costume Designer) is
grateful for the opportunity to work with
Switchyard and the incredible artists of
Fuddy Meers. Her past theatre experience
includes costuming, pit orchestra (piano),
and directing. When she isn’t sewing
creepy Hinky Binky puppets, she is
managing nonprofits, reading aloud to her
kids, and snuggling her senior dog, Oscar.
Jill Cromwell (SFX Makeup
Designer) is a non-binary makeup artist
in Raleigh! Specializing in SFX, their last
large project was with the film Broken
Swords: The Last in Line. They are so
excited to return to the stage, so to
speak, for this production!
Charles Machalicky (Producer) is a
founding member of STC and is pleased
to be producing their third show, after
launching the company with A Midsummer
Night’s Dream and The Half-Life of Marie
Curie. A proud member of AEA, Charles
began work as a performer in Los Angeles, and
expanded into producing, directing and choreographing
productions such as Weird Romance, The Zoo Story, Biloxi
Blues, The Glass Menagerie, Truman Capote’s A Christmas
Memory (which he also adapted) and others. He has

developed courses in Arts Administration and the
Business of Performing at William Peace University,
drawing upon a wealth of experience in early-stage tech
startups, media companies and an MBA from Duke
University. Charles lives in Raleigh with his two nearlygrown-up children (love you, Alex and Lydia!), two nervy
cats and an enthusiastic Shiba Inu/Jack Russell mix.
Charlesmachalicky.com.
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Production Staff
Producer ……………………………Charles Machalicky
Director …………………………………...Jeff Aguiar
Production Stage Manager……………….. Kelly Caniglia
Stage Manager………………………….. Noelle Azarelo
Assistant Stage Manager/Props…………. Brianna Green
Fight/Intimacy Coordinator………... Heather Strickland
Stage Crew……………………………...Kelley Williams
Technical Director…………….....…….JP Middlesworth
Scenic Design…………...Jeff Aguiar, Charles Machalicky
Sound/Lighting Design………………...Valentina Moya
Lighting Operator…….……………………....Sam Slone
Scenic Carpenter………………...…………..Jim Azarelo
Costume Design…………...………………..Erin Hodge
Costume Crew…………...……………Jordan McNeeley
Special Effects Makeup Design………….....Jill Cromwell
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Graphic Design……………………….....Caitlin Meleski
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Dolores Mrotek, Stephanie Turner
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